In this paper a new elementary proof for solving one extremal problem of real polynomials with a given real zero is given.
Let b > 0 and let Rhn be a set of all polynomials P(Z) = a0 + -• • +anZ", Z = e'q, where a0,...,a" are real coefficients, that satisfy P(b) = 0. For a given polynomial P(Z) G Rhn let us introduce Z-b dq.
In [1] (see also [2] ) the following extremal problem is solved:
(1) min JLi = i + b2 _ jbcos^-r, PeRl \\P\\l n + 1
In this paper, using the original procedure, besides the problem (1), we solved the complementary problem:
Proposition.
For each polynomial P(Z) from the set Rb", (1) and (2) hold. The required minimum (maximum) in (1) ((2)) is achieved for km "
where Ck = C(Ck = (-1)*_1C), k = 1,...,«, C = const * 0.
Proof. Since P(Z) belongs to the set Rh" we can write it in the form
where xx,..., xn are real numbers. Now we have (3) \\P\\l=iZx (4) \\P\\l=(l+b2)t xl-2bZxkxk+x.
In [3] , as a special case of a general inequality, the following double inequality is proved: (5) see also [4] [5] [6] [7] .) From (3), (4) and (5) we obtain \\P\Í = (l + b2)\\PÍL-2biZxkxk+x
where from (2) follows. In the same way from (3), (4) and (5) we obtain the solution of the problem (1) . From equality in (5) we obtain polynomials for which the extremum in (1) and (2) is obtained.
